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From New York Times Bestseller, Mimi Jean Pamfiloff, Comes OH, HENRY, Book Two of the

Ohellno Series.(Stand Alone Story w/ Teaser for Book 3.)SHE&apos;S GOT ME BY THE

FOOTBALLS...My name is Henry Walton, and though I&apos;ve been called many things

throughout my life--tree trunk, moose, walrus--I am now six foot five, solid muscle, and the hottest

defensive end in the NFL college draft. This is the moment I&apos;ve been waiting for: fame,

women, and glory.Just one problem: I&apos;m suddenly in a bad slump. And it started the moment I

got dumped by Elle, the nerdy goddess with thick glasses, a smokin&apos; hot body, and a genius

IQ.So what gives? We only dated for a few weeks, and it&apos;s not like I&apos;ve missed her.

(Much.) Regardless, all the facts point to one conclusion. Elle is my lucky nerd-charm.Call me

superstitious, but I have to get her back before I lose everything. Even if she&apos;s the last girl I

should want and she now hates my guts.
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While not usually my typical read, Mimi Jean Pamfiloff is always one of my go-to authors, so this

rom-com series is definitely at the head of the list.Our college students, Henry and Elle are on



again, off again let's just have fun, until they're not. The geek and the jock know how to bring out the

best in each other, know how to make each other laugh and know how to have fun together, until

the realities of life and personal tragedies makes them stop and think. The geek is sassy and snarky

and definitely a worthy opponent to our self absorbed, clueless jock...their banter and interactions

are priceless.I laughed and cried for our young couple...Henry, dealing with unrealistic parental

expectations all in an effort to kill his dreams and Elle, living an unwanted and unfulfilling life to

please others. I loved watching them grow and evolve, and realizing how much better they were

together when they communicated with honesty and decided to become a team. Nothing the matter

with good friends (Hunter & Tassie, from book #1) to stand by you and give you a pep talk when you

need it, or good old fashioned motherly advice. I absolutely love the cast of side characters in this

series. Mimi left us with a bit of a cliffie at the end of this one, so I have a feeling we've not seen the

last of these two, there will definitely be some unfinished business to resolve.

Oh how I loved this book! I read a complimentary advance copy of this book which I have voluntarily

reviewed. I stumbled across the first book in this series, and bought it based on the cover so when I

heard that Henry was getting his shot I was all over getting my hands on the next chapter in this

series. We get to meet Henry and Elle in the first book, and they get together, but when we start this

one they've broken up. Henry is this big, muscle filled football player, and Elle is tiny and

nerdy....awesome combination. I really enjoyed their chemistry (what little we got) in the first book,

and the author doesn't disappoint in this one. We get to learn a bit more about Henry, and where he

comes from as well as Elle, and why she is the way she is. The author does a fantastic job of

building the storyline with these two, and it's written really well providing steamy scenes too. We get

to meet up with previous characters (which is always fun), and the ending!!! I can only speculate

what is going to happen with Henry's family, and I'm on edge as to what Elle is going to do when

dealing with Henry's dad! Naked yoga?! Yikes! Would highly, highly recommend reading both books

in this series, and I can't wait for the next one!

I 'discovered ' this author while scanning through  in search of a 'new favorite ' writer..and I hit the

jackpot. Every book in every one of her series has been a joy to read.The OHellNo series is a good

study on the strength women find within themselves, especially when you throw in some tears, lots

of laughs, steamy sex and most importantly of all.. a really HOT guy.OH HENRY address a couple

of issues, what is more important..money and the ability to have almost anything you want, but at a

cost, or love and self esteem, with only the possibility of having everything you want? This is the



question that Elle and Henry have to answer. This book is written from both their points of view.. a

great concept in my opinion.I believe I have proven that I am a reader not a writer, so I Highly

Recommend you buy a copy of this book to see what their final solutions were.Actually I

recommend you buy any or all of Mimi Jean Pamfiloff's books.*note: I do not think anyone should

receive a 100% approval rating.. it might take away their desire to be 'the best'.. so I am taking away

1% based on the fact that I have to Wait for her next book...so frustrating! Happy Reading!!

Another one blow out of the park by the ever talented Mimi Jean!The sass, the fun, the heat and

passion, and of course the nerdy talk made Oh, Henry another favorite of mine. I won't write

anything that will be a spoiler, but this book gave me the feels; the highs and the lows along with the

joy and the tears. I love the meaning behind the story and the way it makes me as a reader and

romantic feel that opposites really do attract and they are still allowed to have similarities.I look

forward to the next book. I read a complimentary advance copy of this book which I have voluntarily

reviewed.

This was a truly intriguing story of a jock & a nerd. I enjoyed these two in their struggle to be

together or apart. Elle may be a genius but when it came to love, she had to learn the signs and

take that bull by the horn. Henry was alone most of his life until he met Elle. He was drawn to her

but couldn't quite figure out why. Once the tragedies happened, things started to click for them. I am

happy they got their happily ever after but to leave us hanging... Great job Mimi! I read this book in

less than a day so I would recommend this book for sure. Can't wait for the next book!

Mimi has another winner on her hands with 'Oh Henry'. The second book in the Ohellno Series

involves 2 characters from the first book, 'Smart Tass'. Henry and Elle pick up where their story

ended in 'Smart Tass' and then takes you along on their journey to discover if they are really right

for each other or not. As with all of Mimi's books, there are some good twists and surprises that will

keep you reading from the first word all the way to the end.

I'm a big fan of the author and enjoy every book she writes, including this one. I just don't have the

patience to wait for the next installment to come out. But the wait will be worth it. Can't wait for the

next book to see what happens. This series makes you laugh, cry, cheer for the underdogs and just

plain keeps you entertained. And really afterall, isn't that the purpose of a good book?



Mimi scores again! If you like hot guys ( and you know you do) and smart chicks rolled into a

steamy, fast paced, opposites attract story then this books for you. Surprises, heartache, and humor

all packed into a read you will not put down until it's done. And of course there's a

cliffhanger......there has to be. Nobody does a cliffhanger like Mimi. So what are you waiting for?

Enjoy the ride.
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